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What can we do?
Our businesses may be small, but
that fact does not absolve us
from doing our bit!
Note from the editor
Welcome to Bright Business Bulletin the
newsletter brought to you by Bevan Financial
Management Ltd. The aim of the newsletter is
to bring you interesting and relevant content
on a monthly basis.
Speaking of (I hope) interesting and relevant
content my new book Bright Business Money is
now available on Amazon, Kindle and the iBook
store. It’s all about helping business owners to
master their finances so they can achieve the
success they deserve.
I now have five MiP handbooks for all you CIMA
members who are looking for tips on how to
make the most of your businesses.

Pooh quote of the month
Each month we look for inspiration from that
great business guru, Winnie the Pooh.
Pooh made his mark in the
100 Acre Wood and
achieved world domination
through his clever
partnering of Disney
(although my husband
thinks he sold out!).
On putting things in perspective!:
“In after years he liked to think that he had
been in Very Great Danger during the Terrible
Flood, but the only danger he had really been
in was in the last half-hour …when Owl …had
told him a very long story about an aunt who
had once laid a seagull’s egg by mistake”
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As I was out walking this morning
reflecting on what a lovely day it was
(hence the piccie below) I got to thinking
about what an exceptional world we live
in - and how much we take it forgranted.
I was reminded of the words of the TV
advertisement from the WWF. We are the
first generation who understands the
distructive effect we are having on our
planet - and the last who may be able to
do anything to stop it!
That is quite a profound statement, and
one that makes most of us feel powerless.
When big businesses fail to change the
way they are acting, what can small
businesses do to affect anything?
Well, I guess, we can do our bit.
There are millions of small businesses
and together we have a voice. By
changing the way we run our businesses
we can do our bit to influence opinion and benefit from reduced costs and
increased profits.

to online meeting tools such as Zoom.
Travel costs are saved, as well as a good
chunk of time.
Where travel is unavoidable some
business owners are moving towards
public transport - which can often be
cheaper and more convenient than using
the car - or walking or cycling.
In the office, many small businesses are
looking at having online document
management systems so that printing is
kept to a minimum. This saves paper, ink
and time - not to mention office space.
In changing our habits we will also start
to influence larger businesses because
they will want to sell us the services we
use - and will start to see reductions in
sales of those we don’t.
I am in the process of doing an
environmental audit of my business to try
to minimise the negative impact Bevan
Financial Management has on the
environment - perhaps you would like to
do the same for your business?
Worst case? We just save some money!
Best Case? We save our world!

Some small businesses I know have
started to offset the carbon emmisisons
they are responsible for, so that any
negative impacts their businesses may
have on the environment are offset by
positive ones. In doing so, they have
attracted customers who are also mindful
of their environmental impact.
Others have moved away from travelling
long distances to meetings - which others
have also travelled to get to - and moved
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Michael’s Minutes
Hopefully spring is on its way
and this often means we look
at the world in a more
positive light. Now is the
time to spend a few minutes
each day thinking about your
company’s future.

Ask Jenny

Our community
Featured
business…
Jeff Bevan

Jenny is our financial agony aunt and is here
to answer your questions.
Angela asks: “The finances in my business
are a bit of a mess because I hate doing the
books. Is there a fool proof system I can use
to take the stress away?”
Jenny says: “Yes, and that system is to
DELEGATE. If you don’t like doing the
bookkeeping in your business the best
answer is to get a trained bookkeeper.
The reasons for doing this are:
1. You are probably not the best bookkeeper
for your business anyway and a bookkeeper
will almost certainly do a much better job
than you can! If you engage a trained
bookkeeper they will settle in very quickly
and you won’t have to spend time showing
them what to do.
2. As you didn’t start your business to be a
bookkeeper delegating this job will enable
you to do the jobs you do want to do, so you
will be less stressed.
3. You can happily turn your attention to the
areas of your business only you can address
i.e. strategy and leading and managing your
business.

A special
thanks to…
Trevor
Lever

January was a red letter month for hubby
Jeff as one of his photographs was featured
in Countryfile magazine - and they paid
cash for it!
In the past, Jeff’s photgraphs have
appeared in Somerset Wildlife (and national
wildlife) publications, on their websites and
even appeared on the front cover of the
Wells Carnival Programme.
He has even won a photography
competition with a stunning picture of the
international space station with Glastonbury
Tor in the foreground.

I have two main ‘thank you’s for Trevor
this month.
The first one is that he has taken the time
to properly review the two online training
courses I have written that are due to go
live in March. They are on pricing and
getting paid, so I knew Trevor would be the
perfect person to ask,. Afterall he as many
years in business under his belt. True to
form he took the time to do a thorough job.

4. You will reduce the likelihood of cash flow
problems because you will be on top of what
you are owed and what you owe.
5. You will have a better idea of how your
business is doing if the books are kept up to
date.
6. Finally you will have more time, and
inclination, to review what the figures mean.”

Dates for your diary
Curious Conversations
Soon to return - watch this space!
Bristol Circle
I thought I would take this opportunity to
recommend a group of lovely people I have
found very interesting and useful to be a part
of. Bristol Circle meets monthly are usually
on the 2nd Wednesday of the month- just
contact me if you would like to give it a try.

However this was the first time a national
magazine has bought one of his images.
But photography is only one of his skills.
He also creates websites, designs logos and
individualised artwork for businesses that
want to stand out.
He has certainly enabled my business by
creating websites, logos and graphics that
reflect the me and the way I want my
business to be portrayed.

My second thank you to Trevor is around
the way he has shared his extensive sales
and marketing expertise with me. This has
enabled me to write everything down in a
way that, we hope, will be easily
understood and practically applicable by
any business owner who sells consultancy/
professional services.
Thank you Trevor for all your help - even
though you are officially retired!

Back issues

www.jeffbevan.co.uk

If you have missed any prior issues of
Bright Business Bulletin and wish to down
load a copy you can now do so from my
website:
www.fionabevanfinancialmanagement.co.uk
Just click on the Bright Business Bulletin
button.

Partner of the month - Kate Clarke, Artemis Clarke
In an age when you can apparently find new staff at the touch of a button on your
computer, why would you invest your hard earned cash using a recruitment agency? The
answer is that a recruiter who knows their stuff will save you time, stress and ultimately
money, because recruitment is about matching real people to real roles. Kate is an expert
in accounting and finance herself so who better to match your organisation to the right
finance person for YOUR business! www.aretemisclarke.co.uk
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